
Dear Resident

I hope you are staying well and continuing to look forward.  

I know this remains a challenging and sometimes worrying time, and we all have to take decisions  
that are best for us and our families, but in line with our previous updates, we will be making some 
changes within your buildings to ensure we continue to follow the latest Government guidelines.

From Saturday 4 July, the Government is making the following changes:
-   Two households (your support bubble counts as one household) can now meet in any  

location indoors or outdoors. 
 •   You do not always have to meet with the same household, meaning you can meet  

with different households at different times. 
 •   Inside or outside, you should still socially distance from anyone not in your household  

or bubble. (This change also does not affect the support you receive from your carers.)
-   Restaurants, pubs, cinemas, hotels, and campsites will be able to open.
-   Libraries, community centres, places of worship, outdoor playgrounds and outdoor gyms  

will be able to open.
-   You can now stay overnight away from your home with your own household or support bubble,  

or with members of one other household.

How does this apply to me?
As before, in line with Your Housing Group’s commitment to supporting independent living,  
we will be following Government guidance.

-   Your building will be open to allow family and friends to visit you, but only within your own homes, 
and one household at a time 

-   Most communal areas will re-open for residents only, in line with our own risk assessments  
and where appropriate social distancing can be managed 

-   Certain facilities will remain closed for the time being (this will be made clear at your scheme  
via signs and posters)

-   Hairdressers, shops and bistro/cafes will re-open if they are ready to and they have completed 
satisfactory COVID-19 working risk assessments and agreed to follow appropriate safety measures
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Signs and posters will be in place across your scheme to identify;  
-  what is open
-  additional safety measures in place, or, 
-  why something remains closed for now. 

Please note, some businesses may remain closed as they are not ready to re-open and  
we will support them accordingly.

We will also be closely monitoring all re-opened areas to ensure they are being used safely and reserve 
the right to close them again if we have any concerns about how their use may impact upon your safety. 

Visitors
We all have a responsibility to protect ourselves as well as each other and whilst you may feel 
comfortable and safe with family and/or friends visiting at this time, your neighbours may not,  
because they may be older or have underlying health conditions and may feel anxious about these 
changes. It may be you that is feeling anxious, and I would like to reiterate that I completely understand 
your concerns, which is why we will continue to monitor the national situation, as well as ensure  
all possible safety measures are in place for you in your scheme.

When your family/friends do visit, we would request that they:
-  Use the hand sanitiser available upon entry to the building
-  Avoid touching surfaces where at all possible
-  Use the stairs, rather than the lift, if able to
-  Wash their hands upon arriving in your home, and again, upon leaving

Over 70s
The advice for those aged 70 and over continues to be to take extra care and minimise contact  
with others outside their household, as well as maintain distance from others. This applies even  
if you choose to have visitors to your home or you visit elsewhere. 

Shielding changes - Monday 6 July

If you have been shielding, changes coming into effect from 6 July, are as follows:  
-   you may meet in a group of up to 6 people outdoors, including people from different households, 

while maintaining strict social distancing
-  you no longer need to observe social distancing with other members of your household
-   you can now form a ‘support bubble’ in line with the guidance for single adult households 

 in the general population
 •   this includes spending time together inside each other’s homes, including overnight,  

without needing to socially distance

Shielding changes - Saturday 1 August
The Government is advising that shielding will be paused at this point. It is advised that from  
August 1, you stick to strict social distancing rather than full shielding measures which means  
you can go out more and see others, but always taking extra care to minimise contact.  



You will be able to:
-  go to work, if you cannot work from home (where applicable)
-   go outside to buy food, or for exercise, and maintain strict social distancing

Please remember, however, that you are still at risk of severe illness if you catch coronavirus,  
so always take extra care. 

Additional guidance

You should still not:
-   gather indoors in groups of more than two households (your support bubble counts as one 

household) - this includes when dining out or going to the pub
-   gather outdoors in a group of more than six people from different households; gatherings larger  

than 6 should only take place if everyone is from just two households
-   hold or attend celebrations (such as parties) where it is difficult to maintain social distancing
-   stay overnight away from your home with members of more than one other household  

(your support bubble counts as one household)

Gatherings of over 30 people are against the law. 

Local lockdowns
Following the local lockdown in Leicester, this is being reviewed by the Government on a daily basis  
and we are aware of all potential local changes that may arise.

I hope this provides useful information and as always, please feel free to contact us if you are having 
any difficulties at all, either with the guidance or your general wellbeing. You can do this by either  
via the phone/intercom to site colleagues or by calling us on 0330 135 9019. 

We genuinely appreciate your cooperation in keeping yourselves, neighbours and our colleagues  
safe and whilst we all have a personal responsibility to follow the guidelines and remain aware  
of the risks, we are also here to help you and support you, whenever you need.

Yours sincerely,

Mike Redford 
Director of Customer Service Delivery

0345 345 0272
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